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The present invention is directed to a devic 
for contacting fluid substances. 
More particularly, the prevent invention is di 

rected to a mixing device for fluids which is 
capable of adjustment for regulating the amount 
of turbulence produced. When the rate of flow 
of fluid through the device is maintained con 
stant or for maintaining constant the amount of 
turbulence produced. When the rate of flow of 
fluid through the device is variable. 
The present invention may be described briefly 

as a mixing device involving a shell or body in 
which are arranged a number of mixing plates 
With means to alter the position of the plates in 
the shell and thereby control the number of mix 
ing plates through which the fluid being passed 
through the mixing device is forced to flow. 
Other objects and advantages of the present 

invention may be seen from a reading of the 
following description taken with the drawing, in 
which: 

Fig. 1 is an elevation, partly in section, of one 
embodiment Of the present invention showing the 
mixing plates all in position to allow bypassing 
of the plates by fluid flowing through the shell, 
that is, with a minimum pressure drop through 
the incorporator; 

Fig. 2 is a view of the embodiment of Fig. 1 
With the position of the plates altered to force 
the fluid to flow through one of the plates; 

Fig. 3 is another view of the same embodiment 
with the mixing plates in position to force fluid 
flow through each of the plates, that is, in posi 
tion to cause maximum turbulence; 

Fig. 4 is a view of another embodiment of the 
present invention having a divided flow through 
the incorporator to eliminate excess thrust on the 
shaft carrying the mixing plates, and with the 
mixing plates shown in position to cause mini 
mum turbulence; and 

Fig. 5 is another embodiment of the present 
invention similar to that of Fig. 1, but showing 
pierced cones substituted for the pierced plates 
for the mixing elements and With the cones ad 
justed to require flow through all of them; and 

Fig. 6 is a fragmentary view of another embodi 
ment of mixing elements. 
Turning now specifically to the 

first to Fig. 1, the incorporator has a cylindrical 
shell , with a plate 2 closing one end and a 
plate 3 the other end. An inlet line 4 is pro 
vided through plate 2 and an outlet line 5 leads 
from the end of the shell adjacent plate 3. 
Within shell are arranged spaced bushings 
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diameter to have their outer surface contacting 
Snugly With the inner surface of shellf. These 
bushings are of successively greater width; that 
is to Say, bushing 6 is the narrowest, bushing 
f7 is somewhat wider than bushing 6, bushing 
8 is wider than bushing 7, and bushing 9 is 
the widest of the group. 
Within the incorporator shell is rod 20, coaxial 

With the shell and maintained in position by 
guides 2 and 22, which are Secured respectively 
to end plates 2 and 3. End plate 3 is pro 
vided with a suitable packing 23 to prevent the 
leakage of fluid at this point. The end of the 
rod extending above end plate 3 is provided with 
a screw thread 24 and a keyWay 25. Secured to 
end plate 3 and embracing rod 20 is annulus 
26, carrying key. 27. A hand Wheel 28 is carried 
by annulus 26. The arrangement of the hand 
wheel, screw thread and key at the end of the 
incorporator allows the rod to be moved longitu 
dinally with respect to the shell at the option 
of an operator. 
Within shell i? and spaced along rod 20 are 

disks 29, 30, 3 and 32, provided with perfora 
tions 9. These disks extend transversely with 
respect to the incorporator shell and have a di 
ameter slightly less than the inside diameter 
of bushings f6, 7, 8 and 9. The spacing of 
the bushings and the pierced disks is such that 
as rod 20 is moved, the edges of the disks come 
in opposition successively with the corresponding 
bushings. . 

In Fig. 1, none of the disks is in opposition to 
a bushing, and the fluid passing through the in 
corporator may flow around each of the mixing 
disks, so that all the disks may be said to be by 
passed by the fluid, although a relatively small 
amount of fluid Will take a path through the 
perforations of the disks. Upon the rotation of 
hand wheel 28, the disks may be brought into 
opposition to the bushings, with disk. 32 first 
brought into opposition with bushing 9, then ad 
ditional disk 3 brought into opposition with 
bushing 8, then additional disk 30 brought into 
Opposition With bushing f T, and finally disk 29 
brought into opposition with bushing 6, to place 
each disk in the mixing device in opposition to 
its respective bushing. Fig. 2 shows the device 
adjusted with disk 32 in opposition with bush 
ing 19, while Fig. 3 shows the device with all 
of the disks brought into opposition with their 
respective bushings. While some turbulence re. 
Sults when the fluids are forced to pass through 
the annular space between the shell and the disks, 

6, 7, 8 and 9. These bushings are of proper. 65 this turbulence is relatively small compared with 



2 
that produced when all of the fluid is forced to 
flow through the relatively small perforations of 
the disks. The amount of turbulence or degree 
of mixing at a given rate of fluid flow is roughly 
proportional to the number of disks brought into 
opposition with the bushings of the device. 
Another embodiment of the present invention is 

shown in Fig. 4. In this embodiment the fluid 
to be mixed is divided into two streams, With the 
streams forced to flow in opposite directions 
through the incorporator. This arrangement re-. 
duces or eliminates fluid thrust on the rod car 
rying the mixing plates. In this embodiment shell 
40 is provided with an inlet 4 conducting fluid 
into a central portion of the Shell, and is pro 
vided With outlets 42 and 43 for removing fluid 
from each end of the shell. The outlets 42 and 
43 discharge into conduit 44. 
One end of shell 40 is provided with spaced 

bushings corresponding to those of Fig. 1 and 
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20 hence given identical numbers, being designated 
as bushings (6, 7, 8 and 19. The other end of 
the mixing shell is provided with blishings spaced 
away. from the inlet in the same manner as in 
the end previously described and hence are des 
ignated by numerals 6, 7, 8' and 9'. Rod 
20' extends longitudinally through the shell and 
terminates with a threaded end and hand wheel 
28 to allow the adjustment of this rod in the same 
manner that rod 20 is adjusted in Fig. 1. Secured 
to rod 20' are transversely extending mixing 
disks. 29, 30, 3 and 32 arranged to be brought 
into opposition respectively with bushings 6, 7, 
18 and 9, and disks 29', 39, 3' and 32' arranged 
to be brought into opposition with bushings. 6, 
i?, 18 and 9. 
In the embodiment of Fig. 4 the longitudinal 

moyement of rod 20 causes pairs of mixing disks 
to be brought simultaneously into opposition. With 
pairs of bushings. For example, with the device 
adjusted as shown in Fig. 4, fluid flowing through 
the incorporator may bypass all of the mixing 
disks. Movement of the end of rod 20 carrying 
screw thread 24 away from body 40 first brings 
into opposition plate 32 with bushing 19 and plate 
32 with bushing. 9". Continued movement of 
rod 20, brings into opposition plates. 3-1 and 3' 
with bushings f8 and 8' respectively, then in 
succession pairs of mixing plates 30 and 30 are 
brought into opposition with bushings. 7 and 7 
and plates. 29 and 29 in opposition with bushings 
6 and 6. 
The embodiment of Fig. 5 is similar to that of 

Fig. 1, with the exception that the mixing disks 
have been replaced by double cones 49, 50, 5 and 
52. It will be understood that this embodiment 
may be provided with means for moving rod 20 
longitudinally including a hand wheel, and screw 
thread, as are the precedingly described embodi 
ments, but in order to simplify the drawing, a 
showing of such means has been omitted from 
this figure. These cones are provided with per 
forations 53, corresponding to perforations 9 of 
the mixing disks previously described. The mix 
ing cones of the embodiment of Fig. 5 may be 
brought into opposition with corresponding bush 
ings. 6, 7, 18 and 9 by movement of the rod 20 
in exactly, the same way as in the embodiments 
previously described. 
Another arrangement of mixing means is shown 

in the fragmentary view Fig. 6. In this view the 
mixing elements are cones 59, 60, 6l and 62, se 
cured to rod.20 and provided with perforations 63, 
This assembly, of mixing cones may be arranged 
in the shell of an incorporator in exactly the 
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2,391,110 
same way as the pierced plates of the embodiment 
of Fig. 1 or the pierced double cones of the em 
bodiment of Fig. 5. It will be understood that the 
number and size of the holes of the elements em 
ployed to produce turbulence in mixing may be 
varied as desired. 

It will also be understood that the last plate 
to come in Opposition with the bushing in the ad 
justment of the device, that is, plate 29 of the em 
bodiment of Fig. 1, may, if desired, be Without 
perforations. When a solid plate of this type is 
provided, the rate of flow through the incorporator 
may be substantially zero, and in this way effi 
cient mixing at very low rates of fluid flow may 
be obtained. It will also be evident that While 
embodiments with bushings í 6, 7, 8 and 9 of 
differing widths and spacing and plates 29, 30, 
31 and 32 of equal width and spacing have been 
shown in the drawing, an arrangement with bush 
ings i 6, 7, 8 and i 9 of uniform width and un 
equal spacing and with plates 29, 39, 3 and 32 
Of equal width and spacing is equivalent thereto. 
Similarly, the Widths-and-spacing of the bushings 
and the plates may be reversed, and the bushings 
may be uniform in width- and equally spaced, 
while the spaces between the plates are unequal. 

It Will.be. seen that. I have disclosed a mixing 
device, which may be positively adjusted by an 
operator:to give the desired amount of turbulence 
to fluids being admixed over a wide range of rate 
of flow. While I have disclosed specific embodi 
ments of the present invention, it will be apparent 
that details. of the device may be altered without 
departing: from the scope of the invention, and 
it is my intention to embrace. Such changes in the 
hereto appended.claims. 

I claim: 
1. A contacting device for fluid substances.com 

prising, in combination, an elongated tubular shell 
provided:Withaninletmeans andan Outlet means, 
a plurality of bushings of differing widths. Spaced 
in said shell: betWeen the inlet (means and the 
Outlet means. With the outside surfaces of said 
bushings in contact with the inner surface of the 
Shell, arodarranged in the shell coaxialitherewith 
and longitudinally movable from a first position 
to a second position, perforated baffles carried by 
Said rod, Said baffles being equal in number to the 
bushings in the: shell and slidable in the bushings 
and Spaced on the rod so that when the: rod is in 
its first position:none of the baffles...is adjacent a 
bushing, butas the rodis: moved from its first to 
its second position: any increasing number of the 
baffles is brought in opposition to the bushings, 

2. A contacting device for fluids comprising, in 
combination, a tubular shell having an inlet adja 
Cent, one:end andan; outlet. adjacent the Opposite 
end, a plurality of bushings in said shell, said 
bushings being of: equal inside, and outside diam 
eter and of progressively increasing widths and 
spaced in the shell, with, the outside surfaces.in 
contact. With the inside. Surface: of the shell and 
with the distanges separating a djacent bushings 
increasing as the:width of the bushings decreases, 
arod coaxial with the shell, longitudinally mov 
able from a first position to a second position, a 
plurality of perforated bafiles. With a diameter 
slightly less than the inside diameter: of the bush 
ings secured to said rod, and spaced so that when 
the redis in the first position no baffle opposes a 
bushing; but as the rod is moved from its first to 
its second position an increasing number of baffles 
is progressively brought in opposition to the bush 
llgS. - - - - - 

3. A contacting device:for fluid substances.com 

  



2,891,110 3 
prising, in combination, a tubular shell having. 
an inlet at a medial point thereof and a first 
outlet for the removing liquid from one end and 
a second Outlet for removing liquid from the other 
end thereof, a first set of bushings of uniform 
inner and Outer diameter and of progressively 
increasing widths spaced in the shell between 
the inlet and the first outlet with the distance. 
between adjacent bushings decreasing as the 
width of the bushings increases from the inlet 
to the first Outlet and with the outer surfaces of 
the bushings in contact with the inner surface 
of the shell, a second set of bushings correspond 
ing in number and dimensions to the first Set 
of bushings spaced in the shell between the inlet 
and the Second outlet With the distance between 
adjacent bushings decreasing as the width of the 
bushings increases from the inlet to the Second 
outlet, a rod arranged in the shell coaxial there 
with and longitudinally movable from a first to 
a second position, a first and a second Set of per 
forated bafles carried by the rod, said ba?fles hav 
ing a diameter slightly less than the inside diam 
eter of the bushings and slidable therein and 
spaced along the rod so that when the rod is in 
its first position none of the baffles opposes a 
bushing, but as the rod is moved from its first to 
its second position the number of the first set of 
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baffles opposing the first set of bushings and the 
number of the second set of baffles opposing the 
Second set of bushings increases progressively and 
equally. 

4. A contacting device comprising, in combina 
tion, an elongated shell defining a longitudinally 
extending passage including Sections of enlarged 
flow area, and at least two spaced sections of re 
duced flow area, and an inlet and an outlet sepa 
rated by said spaced sections of reduced flow area, 
a rod in the shell parallel. With the axis of the 
passage and movable progressively in a longitu 
dinal direction from an initial position to a second 
and third position, a first perforated baffle plate 
mounted on Said rod With its periphery defining 
a boundary fitting slidingly within one of Said 
sections of reduced flow area when the rod is in 
its second and third positions and lying in a sec 
tion of enlarged flow area, when the rod is in its 
initial position, a second perforated baffle plate 
mounted on said rod with its periphery defining 
a boundary fitting slidingly within the other of 
said sections of reduced flow area when the rod 
is in its third position and lying in a Section of 
enlarged flow area. When the rod is in its initial 
and second positions, 

JAMES II. WALKER. 


